Abstract. The unified correspondence theory for distributive lattice expansion logics (DLE-logics) is specialized to strict implication logics. As a consequence of a general semantic consevativity result, a wide range of strict implication logics can be conservatively extended to Lambek Calculi over the bounded distributive full non-associative Lambek calculus (BDFNL). Many strict implication sequents can be transformed into analytic rules employing one of the main tools of unified correspondence theory, namely (a suitably modified version of) the Ackermann lemma based algorithm ALBA. Gentzen-style cut-free sequent calculi for BDFNL and its extensions with analytic rules which are transformed from strict implication sequents, are developed.
Introduction
Strict implication is an intensional implication which is semantically interpreted on Kripke binary relational models in the same fashion as intuitionistic implication. Kripke frames for intuitionistic logic are partially ordered sets, and valuations are required to be persistent, i.e., to map propositional variables to upsets. The intuitionistic implication is already an example of strict implication. Subintuitionistic logics, which are prime examples of strict implication logics (cf. [30, 65, 5, 13, 10, 62, 37, 36, 2, 48] ), arise semantically by dropping some conditions from the intuitionistic models outlined above, such as the requirement that the accessibility relation to be reflexive or transitive, and the persistency of valuations. For example, Visser's basic propositional logic BPL [65] is a subintuitionistic logic characterized by the class of all transitive frames under the semantics by dropping only the reflexivity condition on frames from the intuitionistic case, and it is embedded into the normal modal logic K4 via the Gödel-McKinsey-Tarski translation. Another example is the least subintuitionistic logic F introduced by Corsi [30] which is characterized by the class of all Kripke frames under the semantics by dropping all conditions on frames or models. Naturally, F is embeddable into the least normal modal logic K.
The present paper proposes a uniform approach to the proof theory of the family of strict implication logics. Cut-free sequent calculi exist in the literature for some members of this family [46] , for instance, for Visser's propositional logics [47] . These calculi lack a left-and a rightintroduction rule for →. Instead, there is only one rule in which 2 n premisses are needed when the conclusion has n implication formulas as the antecedent of the sequent. In contrast with this, in the present paper, we provide modular cut-free calculi for a wide class of strict implication logics, each of which has the standard left-and right-introduction rules. Our methodology uses unified correspondence theory. It takes the move from some general semantic conservativity results which naturally arise from the semantic environment of unified correspondence. Specifically, we use the fact that certain strict implication logics can be conservatively extended to suitable axiomatic extensions of the bounded distributive lattice full non-associative Lambek calculus (BDFNL) 3 , and develop Gentzen-style cut-free sequent calculi for these axiomatic extensions, using the tools of unified correspondence.
Let us first explain what unified correspondence is and how it can be used in proof theory. In recent years, based on duality-theoretic insights [27] , an encompassing perspective has emerged, making it possible to export the Sahlqvist theory from modal logic to a wide range of logics which includes, among others, intuitionistic and distributive lattice-based (normal modal) logics [25] , non-normal (regular) modal logics [61] , substructural logics [26] , hybrid logics [29] , and mu-calculus [21, 22] . This work has stimulated many applications. Some are closely related to the core concerns of the theory itself, such as the understanding of the relationship between different methodologies for obtaining canonicity results [60] , or of the pseudo-correspondence [28] . Other applications include the dual characterizations of classes of finite lattices [38] , computing the first-order correspondence of rules for one-step frames [8, 54] , and the identification of the syntactic shape of axioms which can be translated into analytic structural rules 4 of a proper display calculus [44] . These results have given rise to the theory called unified correspondence [23] .
The most important technical tools in unified correspondence are: (a) a very general syntactic definition of Sahlqvist formulas, which applies uniformly to each logical signature and is given purely in terms of the order-theoretic properties of the algebraic interpretations of the logical connectives; (b) the Ackermann lemma based algorithm ALBA, which effectively computes firstorder correspondents of input term-inequalities, and is guaranteed to succeed on a wide class of inequalities (the so-called inductive inequalities) which, like the Sahlqvist class, can be defined uniformly in each signature, and which properly and significantly extends the Sahlqvist class.
From the point of view of unified correspondence, the family of strict implication logics is a very interesting subclass of normal DLE-logics (i.e., logics algebraically identified by varieties of bounded distributive lattice expansions), not only because they are very well-known and very intensely investigated, but also because they are enjoying two different and equally natural relational semantics, namely, the one described above, interpreting the binary implication by means of a binary relation [13] , and another, arising from the standard treatment of binary modal operators, interpreting the binary implication by means of a ternary relation [50] . The existence of these two different semantics makes unified correspondence a very appropriate tool to study the Sahlqvist-type theory of these logics, because of one of the features specific to unified correspondence theory, namely the possibility of developing Sahlqvist-type theory for the logics of strict implication in a modular and simultaneous way for their two types of relational semantics.
In the present paper we specialize the two tools of unified correspondence theory from the general setting of normal DLE-logics to the setting of strict implication logics. The semantic environment of unified correspondence theory allows for a general semantic conservativity result for normal DLE logics, which has been briefly outlined in [44] and is further clarified in the present paper (cf. Theorem 4), and specialized to the setting of strict implication logics.
A second reason for exploring strict implication logics with the tools of unified correspondence is given by the recent developments mentioned above, establishing systematic connections between correspondence results for normal DLE-logics and the characterization of the axiomatic extensions of basic normal DLE-logics which admit display calculi with cut elimination. In particular, in [44] , the tool (a) of unified correspondence theory has been used to provide the syntactic characterization of those axioms which correspond to analytic rules, and tool (b) has been used to provide an effective computation of the rules corresponding to each analytic axiom. This work provides an exhaustive answer, relative to the setting of display calculi, to a key question in structural proof theory which has been intensely investigated in various proof-theoretic settings (cf. [59, 17, 19, 43, 18, 56, 51, 57, 55] ).
In fact, a major conceptual motivation of the present paper is provided by the insight that the unified correspondence methodology can be applied to the analyticity issue also in prooftheoretic settings different from display calculi. Following this insight, in the present paper, we use the tools of unified correspondence in two different ways. Firstly, we present a modified version of the algorithm ALBA which is specific to the task of the direct computation of analytic rules of a Gentzen-style calculus for certain logics of strict implication. Secondly, we use this algorithm as a calculus not only to compute analytic rules, but also to establish semantic (algebraic), hence logical equivalences between axioms of different but related logical signatures. This latter one is a novel application of unified correspondence.
Structure of the paper. In section 2, we will summarize unified correspondence theory for DLE-logics with specialization to strict implication logics. Specifically, a general theorem on semantic conservativity, ALBA algorithm and first-order correspondence will be formulated and specialized. In section 3, we will introduce the Ackermann lemma based calculus ALC for calculating correspondence on over algebras between the strict implication language L SI and the language L • . More conservativity results will be obtained by using ALC. In section 4, we will develop cut-free Gentzen-style sequent calculus for BDFNL, and then extend it with analytic rules to obtain cut-free sequent calculi.
Preliminaries
In this section, we will summarize the unified correspondence theory for normal DLE-logics from [44] with specialization to strict implication logics.
Syntax and semantics for DLE-logics
An order-type over n ∈ N is an n-tuple ε ∈ {1, ∂} n . Order-types will be typically associated with arrays of variables p := (p 1 , . . . , p n ). When the order of the variables in p is not specified, we will sometimes abuse notation and write ε(p) = 1 or ε(p) = ∂. For every order type ε, we denote its opposite order type by ε ∂ , that is, ε ∂ i = 1 iff ε i = ∂ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For any lattice A, we let A 1 := A and A ∂ be the dual lattice, that is, the lattice associated with the converse partial order of A. For any order type ε, we let A ε := Π n i=1 A ε i . The language L DLE (F, G) (sometimes abbreviated as L DLE ) consists of: 1) a denumerable set of proposition letters AtProp, elements of which are denoted p, q, r, possibly with indexes;
2) disjoint finite sets of connectives F and G. Each f ∈ F (respectively g ∈ G) has arity n f ∈ N (respectively n g ∈ N) and is associated with some order-type ε f over n f (respectively ε g over n g ).
Definition 1.
The terms (formulas) of L DLE are defined recursively as follows:
where p ∈ AtProp, f ∈ F, g ∈ G. Terms (formulas) in L DLE will be denoted either by s, t, or by lowercase Greek letters such as ϕ, ψ, γ etc. An L DLE -sequent is an expression of the form φ ⊢ ψ.
Definition 2. For any tuple (F, G) of disjoint sets of function symbols as above, a distributive lattice expansion (abbreviated as DLE) is a tuple
preserves finite joins (respectively meets) in each coordinate with ε f (i) = 1 (respectively ε g (j) = 1) and reverses finite meets (respectively joins) in each coordinate with ε f (i) = ∂ (respectively ε g (j) = ∂).
For each operator f ∈ F (respectively g ∈ G) and
) be the operator f (respectively g) with a hole at the i-coordinate (respectively the j-th coordinate), and other coordinates be parameters. Let f i [a] (reap. g j [a]) be the value of f (respectively g) when the hole is given the input a. The class of all normal DLEs, denoted by DLE, is equationally definable by distributive lattice identities and the following equations for any f ∈ F (respectively g ∈ G) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n f (respectively 1 ≤ j ≤ n g ):
Each language L DLE is interpreted in the appropriate class of normal DLEs. In particular, for every DLE A, each operation f A ∈ F A (respectively g A ∈ G A ) is finitely join-preserving (respectively meet-preserving) in each coordinate when regarded as a map f A : A ε f → A (respectively g A : A εg → A).
Definition 3.
For any language L DLE (F, G), the minimal DLE-logic is the set of L DLE -sequents φ ⊢ ψ, which contains the following axioms:
(1) Sequents for lattice connectives:
Sequents for connectives f ∈ F and g ∈ G:
and is closed under the following inference rules: 
for every homomorphism µ from the L DLE -algebra of formulas over AtProp to A. The notation DLE |= φ ⊢ ψ indicates that φ ⊢ ψ is valid in every DLE. Then, by means of a routine Lindenbaum-Tarski construction, it is easy to show that the minimal DLE-logic L DLE is sound and complete with respect to its corresponding class of L DLE -algebras DLE, i.e. that any sequent φ ⊢ ψ is provable in L DLE if and only if DLE |= φ ⊢ ψ.
We will now specialize normal DLE-logics to strict implication logics. The strict implication language L SI is identified with the DLE-language L DLE (F, G) where F = ∅ and G = {→}. The order-type of → is (∂, 1). The definition of normal DLE-algebra is specialized into the following definition: 
Let BDI be the class of all BDIs. Henceforth, we also write a BDI as (A, →) where A is supposed to be a bounded distributive lattice.
Definition 5. The algebraic sequent system S BDI consists of the following axioms and rules:
-Axioms:
It is easy to see that S BDI is a specialization of L DLE . Some extensions of S BDI , strict implication logics extending it, can be obtained by adding 'characteristic' sequents. Table 1 list some characteristic sequents that are considered in literature. 5 For any sequent system S and a set of 
sequents Σ, the notation S + Σ stands for the system obtained from S by adding all instances 5 These characteristic sequents may have different names or forms in literature. For example, (MP) is written as p, p → q ⊢ q where the comma means conjunction. The sequent (Fr) is named by the Frege axiom
of sequents in Σ as new axioms. Strict implication logics in Table 2 can be obtained using these characteristic sequents. Some of them are considered in literature. 6 Table 2 . Some Strict Implication Logics Name System Literature S WH , GK I S BDI + (I) + (Tr) [13, 46, 30, 32, 67] 
GK
I + (D) [30, 46] Each sequent φ ⊢ ψ defines a class of BDIs. Each strict implication logic S BDI + Σ defines a class of BDIs denoted by Alg(Σ). For example, some subvarieties are considered in [14] . A BDI (A, →) is called a weak Heyting algebra (WH-algebra) if the following conditions are satisfied for all a, b, c ∈ A:
Let WH be the class of all WH-algebras. A wKT σ -algebra is a WH-algebra (A, →) satisfying the condition a ∧ (a → b) ≤ b for all a, b ∈ A. A basic algebra is a WH-algebra (A, →) satisfying the condition a ≤ b → a for all a, b ∈ A. Let T and BCA be the classes of all wKT σ -algebras and basic algebras respectively. The variety of Heyting algebras is a subvariety of BCA, i.e., it is the class of all basic algebras (A, →) satisfying the condition ⊤ → a ≤ a for all a ∈ A (cf. e.g. [5, 1] ).
As a corollary of the soundness and completeness of DLE-logics with respect to their L DLEalgebras, one gets the following theorem immediately:
The expanded language
, where F * ⊇ F and G * ⊇ G are obtained by expanding L DLE with the following connectives:
(1) the Heyting implications ← H and → H , the intended interpretations of which are the right residuals of ∧ in the first and second coordinate respectively, and >− and −<, the intended interpretations of which are the left residuals of ∨ in the first and second coordinate, respectively; (2) the n f -ary connective f ♯ i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n f , the intended interpretation of which is the right residual of f ∈ F in its ith coordinate if ε f (i) = 1 (respectively its Galois-adjoint if ε f (i) = ∂); (3) the n g -ary connective g ♭ i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n g , the intended interpretation of which is the left residual of g ∈ G in its ith coordinate if ε g (i) = 1 (respectively its Galois-adjoint if ε g (i) = ∂).
We stipulate that >−, −< ∈ F * , that → H , ← H ∈ G * , and moreover, that f
The order-type assigned to the additional connectives is predicated on the order-type of their intended interpretations. 
Definition 6. For any language
Notice that the rules for → H and ← H are interderivable, since ∧ is commutative; similarly, the rules for −< and >− are interderivable, since ∨ is commutative. (2) Residuation rules for f ∈ F and g ∈ G:
The double line in each rule above indicates that the rule is invertible. Let L * DLE be the minimal
The algebraic semantics of L * DLE is given by the class of all L * DLE -algebras, defined as (H, F * , G * ) such that H is a bi-Heyting algebra (because there are right adjoints or residuals of ∧ and ∨ in the algebra) and moreover,
It is routine to prove using the Lindenbaum-Tarski construction that L * DLE is sound and complete with respect to. the class of all L * DLE -algebras. There two ways to specialize the language L * DLE and hence the logic L DLE to the strict implication language: a full and a partial specialization. The full specialization results a language of bi-intuitionsitic Lambek calculus L * SI which will not be explored in this paper. The partial specialization is to add the connectives {•, →, ←} to L SI and get the language of full Lambek calculus, as we mentioned in the introduction, denoted by 
Let BDRG be the class of all BDRGs.
Definition 8. The algebraic sequent calculus BDFNL consists of the following axioms and rules:
-Rules:
Fact 2
The following monotonicity rules are derivable in BDFNL:
Proof. Here we derive only (1) and (3). The remaining rules are derived similarly.
This completes the proof.
⊓ ⊔
The interpretation of L LC -sequents in BDRGs is standard, i.e., ⊢ is interpreted as the lattice order ≤. By BDRG |= φ ⊢ ψ we mean that φ ⊢ ψ is valid in all BDRGs. An L LC -supersequent is an expression of the form Φ ⇒ χ ⊢ δ where Φ is a set of L LC -sequents. We say that Φ ⇒ χ ⊢ δ is derivable in BDFNL if there exists a derivation of χ ⊢ δ from assumptions in Φ. We say that
By the Lindenbaum-Tarski construction, one gets the following result (cf. [11] ):
Semantic conservativity via canonical extension
In this subsection, we will present general results on the semantic conservativity of L * DLE -logics over L DLE logics. The proofs of the conservativity is by canonical extensions of DLEs. As a special case, the Lambek calculus BDFNL is a conservative extension of the strict implication logic S BDI . First of all, let us recall some concepts from [41] . Given a bounded lattice L, a completion of L is a complete lattice C of which L is a sublattice. For a completion C of a lattice A canonical extension of a lattice L is a dense and compact completion of L. Every lattice has a canonical extension, denoted by L δ , which is unique up to an isomorphism [41] .
A distributive lattice is perfect if it is complete, completely distributive and completely joingenerated by the collection of its completely join-prime elements. Equivalently, a distributive lattice is perfect if and only if it is isomorphic to the lattice of upsets of some poset. A normal DLE is perfect if the underling distributive lattice is perfect, and each f -operation (respectively g-operation) is completely join-preserving (respectively meet-preserving) or completely meetreversing (respectively join-reversing) in each coordinate. It is well known that the canonical extension of a bounded distributive lattice is perfect (cf. e.g. [42, Definition 2.14]).
Let
Both h σ and h π extend h, and h σ ≤ h π pointwisely. In general, if h is order-preserving, then h σ and h π are also order-preserving ( [41] ). The canonical extension of an L DLE -algebra
defined as the σ-extension of f A and as the π-extension of g A respectively, for all f ∈ F and g ∈ G.
Proof. Straightforward consequence of the fact that left adjoints (respectively right adjoints) preserve existing joins (respectively meets). See [31, Proposition 7.31] .
⊓ ⊔
How can an L DLE -algebra be extended to an L * DLE -algebra? This can be done in the canoni-
The canonical extension A δ of the bounded distributive lattice A is a perfect lattice which allows for defining adjoints. For each f ∈ F A and 1 ≤ i ≤ n f , define
and G A δ * be extensions of F A δ and G A δ by adding all operators defined in the above way.
Lemma 2. The algebra
Proof. It suffices to show the residuation laws. We prove only the case for f ∈ F and ε f (i) = 1. The remaining cases are similar. By definition, our goal is to show
The 'only if' part is obvious. For the 'if' part, assume
Then by the completeness of L DLE with respect to. the class of DLEs, there exists a DLE A and a variable assignment under which φ A ≤ ψ A , where φ A and ψ A are values of φ and ψ in A under that assignment respectively. Consider the canonical extension A δ of A. Since A is a subalgebra of A δ , the sequent φ ⊢ ψ is not satisfied in A δ under the variable assignment ι • v (ι denoting the canonical embedding A ֒→ A δ ). By Lemma 2, one gets an
The minimal logics L * DLE is in the full language L * DLE with all adjoints. If the language L DLE is expanded partially, i.e., with a portion of adjoint pairs, one can also obtain more general semantic conservativity results the proofs of which are the same as the proof of Theorem 4. Consider the language L DLE (F, G). Let X ⊆ F and Y ⊆ G. Define X ♯ as the extension of X with right adjoints, and Y ♭ as the extension of Y with left adjoints.
Let us consider the specialization of Theorem 5 to the strict implication logic S BDI and the Lambek calculus BDFNL. First, as a corollary of Lemma 1, the (∧, ∨, ⊥, ⊤, →)-reduct of a BDRG is a BDI. Second, the canonical extension of a BDI (A, →) is the π-extension (A δ , → π ) which is also a BDI (cf. [41, 40] ), and we can define binary operators • and ← on A δ by setting 
The algorithm ALBA for L DLE -inequalities
In this subsection, we will recall from [44] the definition of inductive L DLE -inequalities on which the algorithm ALBA is guaranteed to succeed, and we will further specialize it to inequalities in the language of strict implication logic.
Definition 9 (Signed Generation Tree).
The positive (respectively negative) generation tree of any L DLE -term s is defined by labelling the root node of the generation tree of s with the sign + (respectively −), and then propagating the labelling on each remaining node as follows:
(1) For any node labelled with ∨ or ∧, assign the same sign to its children nodes. (2) For any node labelled with h ∈ F ∪ G of arity n h ≥ 1, and for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n h , assign the same (respectively the opposite) sign to its ith child node if ε h (i) = 1 (respectively if ε h (i) = ∂).
Nodes in signed generation trees are positive (respectively negative) if they are signed + (respectively −). The signed generation tree of an inequality s ≤ t consists of the generation trees of +s and −t.
For any term (formula) s(p 1 , . . . p n ), any order type ε over n, and any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, an ε-critical node in a signed generation tree of s is a leaf node +p i with ε i = 1 or −p i with ε i = ∂. An ε-critical branch in the tree is a branch from an ε-critical node. The intuition, which will be built upon later, is that variable occurrences corresponding to ε-critical nodes are to be solved for, according to ε.
For every term s(p 1 , . . . p n ) and every order type ε, we say that +s (respectively −s) agrees with ε, and write ε(+s) (respectively ε(−s)), if every leaf in the signed generation tree of +s (respectively −s) is ε-critical. In other words, ε(+s) (respectively ε(−s)) means that all variable occurrences corresponding to leaves of +s (respectively −s) are to be solved for according to ε. We will also write +s ′ ≺ * s (respectively −s ′ ≺ * s) to indicate that the subterm s ′ inherits the positive (respectively negative) sign from the signed generation tree * s. Finally, we will write ε(γ) ≺ * s (respectively ε ∂ (γ h ) ≺ * s) to indicate that the signed subtree γ, with the sign inherited from * s, agrees with ε (respectively with ε ∂ ).
Definition 10.
Nodes in signed generation trees will be called ∆-adjoints, syntactically left residual (SLR), syntactically right residual (SRR), and syntactically right adjoint (SRA), according to the specification given in Table 3 
We will refer to < Ω as the dependency order on the variables. An inequality s ≤ t is (Ω, ε)-inductive if the signed generation trees +s and −t are (Ω, ε)-inductive. An inequality s ≤ t is inductive if it is (Ω, ε)-inductive for some Ω and ε.
The definition of inductive inequalities for L DLE can be easily specialized to the language L SI of strict implication logic. The specialization needs only the classification of nodes in Table  2 .4. 
Every sequent φ ⊢ ψ can be presented as an inequality when ⊢ is replaced with ≤ due to the algebraic interpretation of ⊢. The inequalities obtained from Table 1 are inductive. For instance, (Fr) is inductive for ε p = ε p = ε r = 1 and p < Ω q < Ω r. Henceforth we do not distinguish "sequent" and "inequality" if no confusion will arise. Now we will define the algorithm ALBA in the setting of L DLE . Consider the expanded language L * + DLE , which is built up on the base of the lattice constants ⊤, ⊥ and a set of propositional variables NOM ∪ CONOM ∪ AtProp (the variables i, j in NOM are referred to as nominals, and the variables m, n in CONOM as conomimals), closing under the logical connectives of L * DLE . The natural semantic environment of L * + DLE is given by perfect L DLE -algebras. Let A be a perfect L DLE -algebra. An element a ∈ A is completely join-irreducible (respectively completely meet-irreducible) if a = S (respectively a = S) implies that a ∈ S, for every subset S of A. Nominals and conominals respectively range over the sets of the completely join-irreducible elements and the completely meet-irreducible elements of perfect DLEs.
An L * + DLE -inequality is an expression of the form φ ≤ ψ where φ and ψ are L * + DLE -formulas. An L * + DLE -quasi-inequality is an expression of the form
where all φ i ≤ ψ i for i ≤ n are L * + DLE -inequalities. The algorithm ALBA manipulates inequalities and quasi-inequalities in L * + DLE . The version of ALBA relative to L DLE runs as detailed in [25, 44] . L DLE -inequalities are equivalently transformed into the conjunction of one or more L * + DLE quasi-inequalities, with the aim of eliminating propositional variable occurrences via the application of Ackermann rules. The proof of the soundness and invertibility of the general rules for the DLE-setting is similar to the one provided in [25, 23] . Here we recall the algorithm from [44] briefly. The algorithm ALBA manipulates input inequalities φ ≤ ψ and proceeds in three stages:
First stage: preprocessing and first approximation. ALBA preprocesses the input inequality φ ≤ ψ by performing the following steps exhaustively in the signed generation trees +φ and −ψ:
(1) (a) Push down, towards variables, occurrences of +∧, by distributing each of them over their children nodes labelled with +∨ which are not in the scope of PIA nodes; (b) Push down, towards variables, occurrences of −∨, by distributing each of them over their children nodes labelled with −∧ which are not in the scope of PIA nodes; (c) Push down, towards variables, occurrences of +f for any f ∈ F, by distributing each such occurrence over its ith child node whenever the child node is labelled with +∨ (respectively −∧) and is not in the scope of PIA nodes, and whenever ε f (i) = 1 (respectively ε f (i) = ∂); (d) Push down, towards variables, occurrences of −g for any g ∈ G, by distributing each such occurrence over its ith child node whenever the child node is labelled with −∧ (respectively +∨) and is not in the scope of PIA nodes, and whenever ε g (i) = 1 (respectively ε g (i) = ∂). (2) Apply the splitting rules:
Apply the monotone and antitone variable-elimination rules:
for β(p) positive in p and α(p) negative in p.
Let Preprocess(φ ≤ ψ) be the finite set {φ i ≤ ψ i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of inequalities obtained after the exhaustive application of the previous rules. Next, the following first approximation rule is applied only once to every inequality in Preprocess(φ ≤ ψ):
Here, i 0 and m 0 are a nominal and a conominal respectively. The first-approximation step gives rise to systems of inequalities {i 0 ≤ φ i , ψ i ≤ m 0 } for each inequality in Preprocess(φ ≤ ψ).
Second stage: reduction-elimination cycle. The goal of the reduction-elimination cycle is to eliminate all propositional variables from the systems received from the preprocessing phase.
The elimination of each variable is effected by an application of one of the Ackermann rules given below. In order to apply an Ackermann rule, the system must have a specific shape. The adjunction, residuation, approximation, and splitting rules are used to transform systems into this shape.
Residuation rules. Here below we provide the residuation rules relative to each f ∈ F and g ∈ G of arity at least 1: for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n f and each 1 ≤ k ≤ n g :
where the variables i, j (respectively m, n) are nominals (respectively conominals). The nominals and conominals introduced by approximation rules must be fresh, i.e. not occur in the system before applying the rule.
Ackermann rules. These rules are the core of ALBA, since their application eliminates proposition variables. An important feature of Ackermann rules is that they are executed on the whole set of inequalities in which a given variable occurs, and not on a single inequality.
where p does not occur in α 1 , . . . , α n , β 1 (p), . . . , β m (p) are positive in p, and γ 1 (p), . . . , γ m (p) are negative in p.
where p does not occur in α 1 , . . . , α n , β 1 (p), . . . , β m (p) are negative in p, and γ 1 (p), . . . , γ m (p) are positive in p.
Third stage: output. If there was some system in the second stage from which not all occurring propositional variables could be eliminated through the application of the reduction rules, then ALBA reports failure and terminates. Else, each system {i 0 ≤ φ i , ψ i ≤ m 0 } obtained from Preprocess(ϕ ≤ ψ) has been reduced to a system, denoted Reduce(ϕ i ≤ ψ i ), containing no For the specialization of the algorithm ALBA for L DLE to the setting of strict implication logic, the only rules that need to note are the following residuation and approximation rules:
Example 2. The running of ALBA on the inductive L SI -sequents (inequalities) in Table 1 will produce pure inequalities as below:
Here we show only the running of ALBA on (p → q) ∧ (q → r) ≤ p → r which proceeds as below:
The output pure quasi-inequality is equivalent to ∀ij(j
The algorithm ALBA for L DLE -logic described above does not only work for the distributive setting but also in general work for non-distributive lattice setting [26] . Hence the algorithm ALBA can be specialized to the full Lambek calculus. For the {•, ←, →}-fragment of full Lambek calculus, Kurtonina [50] presented a set of Sahlqvist formulas from which the first-order correspondents can be calculated by the Sahlqvist-van Benthem quantifier elimination procedure. Kurtonina's definition of Sahlqvist formulas is narrower than inductive inequalities provided by ALBA. For example, The (Fr) inequality is inductive but not Sahlqvist. This remark is also discussed in [26, Example 3.8].
First-order correspondents
Given an inductive L DLE -inequality φ ≤ ψ, the running of ALBA on it will output a pure quasiinequality, namely, a quasi-inequality in which no propositional variable occurs. Then the firstorder correspondent of φ ≤ ψ is obtained when the Kripke semantics for L * + DLE is given such that L * + DLE -terms are translated into a first-order language. For calculating the first-order correspondents of inductive L SI -inequalities, there are two kinds of Kripke semantics for the language L + LC (i.e., the extension of L LC with normals and conominals): binary and ternary relational semantics.
Binary relational semantics. The binary relational semantics for L LC is given in ordinary Kripke structures. A binary frame is a pair F = (W, R) where W is a non-empty set and R is a binary relation on W . A binary model is a triple M = (W, R, V ) where (W, R) is a binary frame and V : Prop ∪ NOM ∪ CONOM → P(W ) is a valuation such that (i) for each i ∈ NOM, V (i) = {w} for some w ∈ W ; and (ii) for each m ∈ CONOM, V (m) = W − {u} for some u ∈ W . Note that here there are no additional conditions assumed for the binary relation or the valuation. For any L SI -formula φ, the satisfiability relation M, w |= φ under the binary relational semantics is defined inductively as follows:
Without the semantic clauses for nominals, conominals, ← and •, we get the binary relation semantics for strict implication language [13] . 9 The algorithm ALBA provides a general correspondence theory for the issue of the frame definability by sequents raised in [13] .
For a binary frame F = (W, R), the dual algebra of F is defined as
where → 2 R , ← 2 R and • 2 R are binary operations defined on P(W ) by setting
It is easy to prove that the algebra F + is a BDRG. As [25, Theorem 8.1], ALBA is also correct on binary relational frames. Then we can calculate the first-order correspondents of inductive L SI -sequents under the binary relational semantics.
Example 3. The outputs of ALBA running on the inductive inequalities in Example 2 can be transformed into first-order correspondents of the corresponding inductive sequents under the binary relational semantics as below:
Here we calculate only the first-order binary relational correspondents of (Tr) and (Sym).
(1) The output of running ALBA on (Tr) is the pure inequality ∀ij(j • i ≤ (j • i) • i). Note that z ∈ {x} • 2 {y} if and only if Ryz and z = x.
which is a tautology. (Tr) is in fact derivable in S WH , and the system S WH is strongly complete with respect to the class of all binary frames ( [13] ).
(2) The output of running ALBA on (Sym) is the pure quasi-inequality ∀ij∀mn(
Let j, i, m, n be interpreted as {x}, {y}, {u} c , {v} c respectively where (.) c is the complement operation. The calculation is as below:
The sequent (Sym) defines the symmetry condition on binary frames.
Ternary relational semantics. The strict implication can be viewed as a binary modal operator added to distributive lattices, and hence there is a ternary relational semantics for it (cf. [9, 34] ). A ternary frame is a frame F = (W, S) where S is a ternary relation on W . A ternary model is a ternary frame with a valuation. The satisfiability relation M, w φ for the language L LC under the ternary relational semantics is defined as usual. In particular, the semantic clauses for implications and the product are the following (cf. [50] ):
Given a ternary frame F = (W, S), the dual of F is defined as
where → 3 S , ← 3 S and • 3 S are binary operations defined on P(W ) by
It is easy to check that F * is a BDRG. Then under the ternary relational semantics one can calculate the first-order correspondents of inductive sequents.
Example 4.
As Example 3, we present the first-order correspondents of these inductive sequents under the ternary relational semantics as below:
Here we calculate only the first-order ternary relational correspondents of (Tr) and (Sym). Note that z ∈ {x} • 3 {y} if and only if Szxy.
⇔ ∀xyz(Szxy ⊃ ∃u(Szuy ∧ Suxy)).
The result is not a tautology. The sequent (Tr) defines a special class of ternary relational frames.
(2) For (Sym), let j, i, m, n be interpreted as {x}, {y}, {u} c , {v} c respectively where (.) c is the complement operation. The calculation is as below:
The sequent (Sym) defines ternary frames satisfying ∀xyv(Svyx ⊃ Sxxy).
Algebraic correspondence: an application of ALBA
The algorithm ALBA is essentially a calculus for correspondence between non-classical logic and first-order logic. It is used for obtaining analytic rules in display calculi for DLE-logics [44] . For the main purpose of the present paper, we will use ALBA in a modified form, i.e., the Ackermann based calculus ALC based on BDFNL, as a tool for obtaining analytic rules from certain axioms in the strict implication logic such that Gentzen-style cut-free sequent calculi will be constructed in the next section. The calculus ALC is also a calculus designed for correspondence, not correspondence between DLE-language and first-order language over Kripke frames, but correspondence over BDRGs between the language L SI and the language L • built from propositional variables and constants ⊤, ⊥ using only the operator • of product. The language L • is quite natural because many properties of the product, e.g. the associativity, commutativity, contraction and weakening, can be defined in terms of L • -sequents.
Let us start from a motivating example. The logic S WH for weak Heyting algebras is obtained from S BDI by adding the inductive sequents (Tr) (p → q)∧ (q → r) ⊢ p → r and (I) q ⊢ p → p. Obviously, the logic S WH can be conservatively extended to the extension of BDFNL with all instances of (Tr) and (I). From proof-theoretic point of view, we need to know which structural rules the additional axioms can be equivalently transformed into if there exists. 10 In fact, in BDFNL, one can prove that (I) is equivalent to (wl) p • q ⊢ p, and that (Tr) is equivalent to
Then it is easy to transform the sequents (wl) and (tr) into analytic rules as we will show in the next section. Here we are in fact saying that two sequents define the same class of BDRGS. Formally, we say that a sequent φ ⊢ ψ algebraically corresponds to φ ′ ⊢ ψ ′ over BDRGs when they define the same class of BDRGs.
Example 5. The fact that the sequent (I) algebraically corresponds to (wl) is follows immediately from the residuation law. Now we prove that the sequent (Tr) algebraically corresponds to (tr). Let A = (A, →, •, ←) be any BDRG. We need to show
One proof is as follows: For the algebraic correspondence, we will not take first-order language but L • as the corresponding language of L SI . Nominals and conominals will not be needed. Instead, we introduce a calculus ALC in which propositional variables will play the role of nominals or comonimals in ALBA. The calculus ALC will be defined using supersequent rules of the form
Definition 12. The Ackermann lemma based calculus ALC based on BDFNL consists of the following rules:
(1) Splitting rules:
where p is a fresh variable, i.e., a variable which does not occur in previous derivation. (4) Ackermann rules:
The double line in above rules means that the above and the below supersequents can be derived from each other. A supersequent rule (r) is said to be derivable in ALC if there is a derivation of the conclusion from the premiss of (r) using only rules in ALC.
Theorem 7 (Correctness). All rules in ALC are valid in BDRG.
Proof. The proof is routine. For details, see e.g. [25] .
⊓ ⊔ Given a set of L SI -sequents Φ, let Alg(Φ) and Alg + (Φ) be the class of all BDIs and the class of all BDRGs validating all sequents in Φ respectively. Similarly, given a set of L • -sequents Ψ , let Alg + (Ψ ) be the class of all BDRGs validating all sequents in Ψ . Obviously, an L SI -sequent φ ⊢ ψ corresponds to an L • -sequent φ ′ ⊢ ψ ′ over BDRGs if and only if Alg
is derivable in ALC, then φ ⊢ ψ algebraically corresponds to χ ⊢ δ over BDRGs.
Proof. Assume that the rule (r) is derivable in ALC. By the correctness of ALC, the premiss φ ⊢ ψ and the conclusion χ ⊢ δ defines the same BDRGs, i.e., Alg
By Proposition 1, one obtains a proof-theoretic tool for algebraic correspondence over BDRGs between the languages L SI and L • .
Example 6. Some L SI -sequents (inequalities) in Table 1 and their algebraic correspondents in L • are listed in Table 5 .
(Tr) One proof is as follows:
Other pairs of corresponding sequents can be proved similarly. See Appendix A.
Remark 1. Some inductive L SI -sequents have algebraic correspondents in L • using ALC. But it is not clear whether all inductive sequents in L SI have algebraic correspondents in L • . Consider the sequents (Sym), (Euc) and (D). Our conjecture is that these sequents never correspond to any L • -sequents. Conversely, we conjecture that not all L • -sequents have their algebraic correspondents in L SI . Consider the inverse of (tr) in Table 5 . We start from (p • s) • s ⊢ p • s and apply ALC. The first step is to use approximation rule, and we get
Using residuation rules, we get
The next step is to consider using the left Ackermann rule because the term p • s on the right hand side takes a negative position. Then we have
Then there is no way to continue ALC. It is rather likely that the sequent
The general question on the expressive power of ALC will be explored in future work.
Let Φ be a set of L SI -sequents and Ψ a set of L • -sequents. We use the notation Φ ≡ ALC Ψ to denote that Ψ consists of L • -sequents obtained from sequents in Φ using ALC. Let S BDI (Φ) be the algebraic sequent system obtained from S BDI by adding all instances of sequents in Φ as axioms. Similarly, let BDFNL(Ψ ) be the algebraic sequent system obtained from BDFNL by adding all instances of sequents in Ψ as axioms. Clearly S BDI (Φ) is sound and complete with respect to Alg(Φ), and BDFNL(Ψ ) is sound and complete with respect to Alg + (Ψ ).
Proof. Obviously, A δ is a BDRG. Moreover, (A δ , → π ) ∈ Alg(Φ) because every inductive sequent in Φ is canonical. By Φ ≡ ALC Ψ , one gets A δ |= Ψ . ⊓ ⊔ By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, one gets the following theorem immediately:
Both (I) and (Tr) are inductive sequents. The algebras defined by (wl) and (tr) are BDRGs satisfying the conditions:
We call such algebras residuated weak Heyting algebras, and the class of such algebras is denoted by RWH. By Theorem 8, the algebraic sequent system S RWH is a conservative extension of S WH . For sequents in Example 6, one can get similar conservativity results.
Gentzen-style sequent calculi
In this section, we will first introduce a Gentzen-style cut-free sequent calculus G BDFNL for BDFNL 11 , which will be presented by introducing structure operators separately for connectives ∧ and •. By the conservativity of BDFNL over S BDI , and the subformula property of G BDFNL , one gets a cut-free sequent calculus for S BDI . Let S BDI (Φ) be an extension of S BDI with inductive sequents in Φ as axioms which have algebraic correspondents in L • . One can transform these axioms into analytic rules, and if these rules which are added to G BDFNL does not effect the subformula property, one gets a cut-free sequent system for S BDI (Φ) by omitting additional rules for the two additional operators • and ←.
The sequent calculus G BDFNL
Definition 13. Let ⊙ and be structural operators for the product • and ∧ respectively. The set of all structures is defined inductively as follows:
where φ ∈ L LC . We use Γ, ∆, Σ etc. with indexes to denote structures. Each structure Γ is associated with a term τ (Γ ) ∈ L LC defined inductively by
A consecution (sequent) is Γ ⊢ φ where Γ is a structure and φ is an L LC -formula.
Given a BDRG A and an assingnment µ in A, for any structure Γ , define µ(Γ ) = µ(τ (Γ )). We say that Γ ⊢ φ is valid in A if µ(Γ ) ≤ µ(φ) for every assignment in A. We use the notation
A context is a structure Γ [−] with a single hole − for a structure. Formally, contexts are defined inductively by the following rule: 11 The sequent system for BDFNL defined in e.g. [11, 12] does not admit cut elimination. When the distributivity is added as an axiom, the sequent φ -Axioms:
-Structural rules:
A derivation in G BDFNL is an instance of an axiom or a tree of applications of logical or structural rules. The height of a derivation if the greatest number of successive applications of rules in it, where an axiom has height 0. A formula with the connective in a logical rule is called the principal formula of that rule. A sequent Γ ⊢ φ is derivable in G BDFNL if there is a derivation ending with Γ ⊢ φ in G BDFNL . A rule of sequents is derivable in G BDFNL if the conclusion is derivable whenever the premisses are derivable in G BDFNL .
Fact 9
The following structural rules are derivable in G BDFNL :
We will now prove the admissibility of cut rule in G BDFNL . The standard cut rule for a 'deep inference' system using contexts with a hole is the following:
Consider the cut in which the right premiss is obtained by ( C) and the left premiss is an axiom (⊤):
To eliminate the cut here, one need to cut simultaneously the two occurrences of ⊤ in the premiss of ( C). Then we will consider Gentzen's multi-cut or mix rule of which the cut rule is a special case. We use multiple-hole contexts of the form Γ [−] . . . [−] to formulate the mix rule.
Theorem 10. The mix rule
is admissible in G BDFNL .
Proof. We prove (mix) by simultaneous induction on (i) the complexity of the mixed formula φ;
(ii) the height of the derivation of ∆ ⊢ φ; (iii) the height of the derivation of Γ [φ] ⊢ ψ. Assume that ∆ ⊢ φ is obtained by R 1 , and Γ [φ] ⊢ ψ by R 2 . We have four cases:
(I) At least one of R 1 and R 2 is an axiom. We have two cases: Case 1. Both R 1 and R 2 are axioms. We have the following subcases:
(1.1) R 1 = (⊥) or R 2 = (⊤). The conclusion of (mix) is an instance of (⊥) or (⊤).
(1.2) R 1 = (Id). Then ∆ = φ. The conclusion of (mix) is obtained by R 2 .
(1.3) R 1 = (⊤), R 2 = (Id). Then φ = ⊤ = ψ. The conclusion of (mix) is obtained by (⊤).
. The conclusion of (mix) is obtained by (⊥).
Case 2. Exactly one of R 1 and R 2 is an axiom. We have the following subcases: (2.1) R 1 = (Id). Then the conclusion is the same as the right premiss of (mix).
(2.2) R 1 = (⊥). Then the conclusion of (mix) is an axiom.
We have subcases according to R 2 . If R 2 is a right rule of a logical connective. We first apply (mix) to ∆ ⊢ ⊤ and the premiss(es) of R 2 , and then apply the rule R 2 . If R 2 is a left rule of a logical connective, the proof is similar to Case 6. If R 2 is a structural rule, the proof is similar to Case 4.
(2.4) R 2 = (Id). The conclusion of (mix) is the same as the left premiss of (mix).
(2.5) R 2 = (⊤). The conclusion of (mix) is an axiom.
(2.6) R 2 = (⊥). If φ = ⊥, then the conclusion of (mix) is an instance of (⊥). Suppose φ = ⊥. We have subcases according to R 1 . Clearly R 1 cannot be a right rule of a logical connective. If R 1 is a left rule of a logical cognitive, the proof is similar to Case 5. If R 1 is a structural rule, the proof is similar to Case 3.
(II) At least one of R 1 and R 2 is a structural rule. We have two cases: Case 3. R 1 is a structural rule. By induction (ii), the (mix) can be push up to the premiss of R 1 and then apply R 1 . For example, let R 1 = ( C). The derivation
where ( C * ) stands for the application of ( C) multiple times.
Case 4. R 2 is a structural rule. Suppose that φ is obtained by ( W) in R 2 . The derivation
For the remaining cases of R 2 , by induction (ii), the (mix) can be push up to the premiss of R 2 and then apply R 2 .
(III) At least one of R 1 and R 2 is a logical rule, but the mixed formula is not principal. We have two cases: Case 5. The mixed formula φ is not principal in the left premiss. Then we have subcases according to R 1 . Clearly R 1 cannot be a right rule of a logical connective. Assume R 1 = (→ ⊢). The derivation ends with
Firstly we push up (mix) as below:
] ⊢ ψ multiple times, and we get the conclusion.
Assume R 1 = (∨ ⊢). The derivation ends with
The rule (mix) is push up to sequents with less height of derivation in multiple steps. For the first occurrence of φ in Γ [φ] . . .
[φ] ⊢ ψ, mix it with ∆[χ] ⊢ φ and ∆[δ] ⊢ φ respectively, and by
Repeat this process multiple times and we achieve the conclusion
The remaining cases
Case 6. The mixed formula φ is principal only in the left premiss. Then we have subcases according to R 2 . Assume R 2 = (→ ⊢). If φ does not occur in Σ, then the derivation
(IV) Both R 1 and R 2 are logical rules, and the mixed formula is principal. Then we prove it by induction on the complexity of φ. Assume that φ = φ 1 • φ 2 . The derivation
Note that the (mix) rule is push up to sequents with lesser height in the derivation. The remaining
In all rules of G BDFNL , no formula disappears in from the premiss(es) to the conclusion. Hence we get the subformula property of G BDFNL immediately: 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the height of the derivation of the premiss. Here we prove only the admissibility of (⊢→ ↑) and (• ⊢ ↑). The remaining rules are shown similarly. Assume that the premiss is obtained by R. For (⊢→ ↑), if R is an axiom, one can get φ ⊙ Γ ⊢ easily. If R is a left rule of a connective, or a rule for , we push up (⊢→ ↑) to the premiss(es) of R and then apply the rule R. If R is a right rule, it can only be (⊢→) and then one gets φ ⊙ Γ ⊢ ψ.
For (• ⊢ ↑), assume that Γ ⊢ φ → ψ is obtained by R. We have the following cases: Case 1. R is an axiom. When R is (⊥) or (⊤), the conclusion is also (⊥) or (⊤). Assume R = (Id). The conclusion φ ⊙ ψ ⊢ φ • ψ can be derived by (⊢ •) obviously.
Case 2. R is a logical rule. If R is a rule of →, ←, ∧, or R is (⊢ •), one can push up (⊢→ ↑) to the premiss of R and then apply the rule R. If R = (• ⊢), one can push up (• ⊢ ↑) to the premiss of R and obtain the conclusion directly.
Case 3. R is a structural rule. Apply (• ⊢ ↑) to the premiss of R and then apply R. ⊓ ⊔
Proof. By induction on the derivation of φ ⊢ ψ in BDFNL.
Case 1. φ ⊢ ψ is an axiom. The cases of (Id), (⊤) and (⊥) are clear.
Case 2. φ ⊢ ψ is obtained by a rule. Obviously, rules for ∧ and ∨ are derivable in G BDFNL . The rule (cut) is a special case of (mix) in G BDFNL . ⊓ ⊔
Proof. By induction on the height of the derivation of Γ ⊢ φ in G BDFNL . Case 1. Γ ⊢ φ is an axiom. The cases of (Id) and (⊤) are obvious. We prove τ (Γ [⊥]) ⊢ φ by induction on the construction of Γ . We have the following cases:
(
. By induction hypothesis, one can easily obtain τ (Γ ) ⊢ φ.
Case 2. Γ ⊢ φ is obtained by (→ ⊢) or (← ⊢). We prove the case of (→ ⊢) and the other one is similar. By inductive hypothesis, we have τ (∆) ⊢ χ and τ (Σ[ξ]) ⊢ φ. Our goal is to prove
The remaining cases are similar. This completes the proof of the claim. Now by applying (cut) to
We prove the case of (⊢ →) and the other one is similar. Let φ = χ → ξ. From the premiss χ ⊙ Γ ⊢ ξ of (⊢ →), by inductive hypothesis, one gets χ • τ (Γ ) ⊢ ξ. By (Res1), one gets τ (Γ ) ⊢ χ → ξ.
Case 4. Γ ⊢ φ is obtained by (• ⊢). By induction hypothesis, one gets τ (Γ [χ ⊙ ξ]) ⊢ φ is derivable in BDFNL. Clearly, it is rather easy to check by induction on the construction of Γ that 
. The two cases are quite similar, and we specify only the first case. Clearly we have τ (
The proof is quite similar to (7.2). Case 8. Γ ⊢ φ is obtained by (⊢ ∨). The proof is quite similar to Case 5. Case 9. Γ ⊢ φ is obtained by ( W). By induction hypothesis, one gets
. The two cases are quite similar, and we specify only the first case. Clearly
The proof is quite similar to (9.2). Case 10. Γ ⊢ φ is obtained by ( C), ( E) or ( As). The proof is done by lattice rules in BDFNL. The proof is quite similar to Case 9.
Proof. By induction on the construction of Γ . The case that Γ is a formula is obvious. Assume
By induction on the construction of a structure Σ one can easily show Σ ⊢ τ (Σ). Then we have
Extensions
We will now consider some extensions of S BDI and their conservative extensions over BDFNL.
Given an L • -sequent (σ) χ ⊢ δ the propositional variables occurred in which are among p 1 , . . . , p n , the structural rule corresponding to (σ) is defined as the following rule (⊙σ): 
Let G RWH be the Gentzen-style sequent system obtained from G RBDI by adding (⊙tr) and (⊙wl). We can get similar sequent rules for sequents in Example 6 and Genzten-style sequent systems.
For any set of L • -sequents Ψ , let ⊙Ψ = {⊙σ | σ ∈ Ψ } and G BDFNL (⊙Ψ ) be the Gentzenstyle sequent system obtained from G BDFNL by adding all rules in (⊙Ψ ). Proof. Based on the proof of Theorem 10, one needs to consider only the case that the right premise of (mix) is obtained by (⊙σ). We first apply (mix) to the left premiss of (mix) and the premiss of (⊙σ). Then by (⊙σ), we get the conclusion of (mix).
⊓ ⊔ Remark 2. The condition that a propositional variable occurs at most once in χ in Theorem 13 is significant. All sequents in Example 6 satisfy this condition. When a propositional variable occurs more than once in χ, the proof strategy in Theorem 13 may not work. For example, consider the the following inverse rule of (⊙tr) which is obtained from (p • q) • q ⊢ p • q:
and the derivation
in which only one occurrence of ψ is mixed. In such a case, we may not be able to push up (mix) to the premiss of (⊙tr ↑).
An L • -sequent χ ⊢ δ is said to be good if each propositional variable occurs at most once in χ. Then we have the following theorem about good sequents: Theorem 14. For any set of good L • -sequents Ψ , the following hold:
(1) Γ ⊢ φ is derivable in G BDFNL (⊙Ψ ) iff Alg + (Ψ ) |= Γ ⊢ φ.
(2) if every propositional variable occurred in δ also occurs in χ for each sequent χ ⊢ δ in Ψ , then G BDFNL (⊙Ψ ) has the subformula property.
Proof. The proof of (1) is similar to Theorem 12. It suffices to show that the algebraic sequent system BDFNL(Ψ ) is equivalent to G BDFNL (⊙Ψ ). For (2), if every propositional variable occurred in δ also occurs in χ, then every subformula of δ is a subformula of χ. Hence the structural rule (⊙σ) does not effect on the subformula property.
⊓ ⊔ Let Φ be a set of inductive L SI -sequents. Assume that Ψ is set of L • -sequent such that Φ ≡ ALC Ψ . Then the algebraic sequent system BDFNL(Ψ ) is a conservative extension of S BDI (Φ). If Ψ is a set of good L • -sequent, one gets a Gentzen-style cut-free sequent calculus G BDFNL (⊙Ψ ). Furthermore, if G BDFNL (⊙Ψ ) has the subformula property, we obtain a Gentzen-style cut-free sequent calculus for S BDI (Φ) if we omit rules for • and ← from G BDFNL (⊙Ψ ). Table 6 . Gentzen-style Sequent Calculi developed internal sequent calculi for some strict implication logics, but we have mentioned the advantages of our approach in Section 1.
External calculi for strict implication logics are also developed in literature. Labelled sequent calculi for intermediate logics are developed by Dyckhoff and Negri [35] , and their connections with Hilbert axioms and hypersequents are investigated by Ciabattoni et al [20] . In this approach, any intermediate logic characterized by a class of relational frames that is definable by firstorder geometric axioms 12 , can be formalized in a cut-free and contraction-free labelled sequent calculus that extends the labelled sequent calculus for intuitionistic logic with geometric rules transformed from these geometric axioms. Using the same approach, Yamasaki and Sano [67] developed labelled sequent calculi for some subintuitionistic logics [30] .
The development of an external calculus for a strict implication logic depends on that the logic has geometric relational semantics, i.e., it is sound and complete with respect to a class of relational frames which is definable by a set of geometric theories. Our internal calculi for strict implication logics are developed for subvarieties of BDI algebras and they do not necessarily have relational semantics. The strict implication logic S BDI is indeed an example without binary relational semantics.
The algorithm ALBA, one of the main tools in unified correspondence theory, is applied in the present paper to the proof theory of strict implication logics. Firstly, it is used as a tool to calculate the first-order correspondents of inductive L SI -sequents. If the correspondents of a set of inductive sequents are geometric axioms, they can be transformed into geometric rules, and hence some labelled sequent calculi for strict implication logics can be developed. It is unknown if ALBA can capture all geometric axioms. A general converse correspondence theory is unknown yet. Secondly, our novel application of ALBA is to calculate the algebraic correspondents of some inductive L SI -sequents in the language L • . A proof-theoretic consequence of this application is that one can obtain mix-free internal sequent calculi for the conservative extensions of some strict implication logics. However, the systematic connections between algebraic and first-order correspondents is unknown.
Our framework in the present paper may not be able to cover all such logics which have binary relational semantics. Consider strict implication logics containing (Sym) or (Euc) based on S WH in Table 6 . Since (Sym) and (Euc) may not have correspondent in L • , these logics may not admit Gentzen-style sequent calculi that are obtained from G WH by adding structural rules about ⊙. Another example is Visser's logic FPL (formal provability logic) [65] which is a strict implication logic that extends basic propositional logic with the Löb's axiom (q → p) → p ⊢ q → p. This axiom is not inductive. A labelled sequent calculus may be developed for FPL because it has binary relational semantics. But it is impossible to develop a Gentzen-style sequent calculus for it in our framework.
Conclusion
The present work studies the proof theory for strict impaction logic using unified correspondence theory as a proof-theoretic tool. First of all, we present general results about the semantic conservativity on DLE-logics via canonical extension. A consequence is that the strict implication logic S BDI is conservatively extended to the Lambek calculus BDFNL. The algorithm ALBA as a calculus for correspondence between DLE-logic and first-order logic and hence for canonicity, is specialized to the strict implication logic and Lambek calculus. The main contribution of the present paper is that we obtain an Ackermann lemma based calculus ALC from the algorithm ALBA as a tool for proving algebraic correspondence between a wide range of strict implication sequents and sequents in the language L • . This tool gives not only more conservativity results, but also analytic rules needed for introducing the Gentzen-style cut-free sequent calculi. Another contribution is that we introduce a Gentzen-style sequent calculus for BDFNL and some of its extensions with analytic rules.
The final remark is about good L • -sequents that are used for obtaining cut-free sequent calculus. It is very likely that a hiearchy of L • -sequents from which one obtains analytic rules can be established. Other connectives ∧, ∨ and → can be in principle added into the language L • such that more analytic rules will be obtained. This is our work in progress. Moreover, our approach to the proof theory of strict implication may be generalized to arbitrary DLE-logics.
